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“From that moment on, there was to be no more talk
of fate but instead of its atrophied cousin: chance.”
h. M. eNzeNSBerGer

FOREWORD

T

wo gorgeously dressed young women sit upright on
two chairs calmly facing each other, yet neither is aware
of the other’s beauty. one is blindfolded, a wheel in her left
hand, which human ﬁgures desperately climb, cling to, or
tumble from; the other gazes into a hand-mirror, lost in admiration of herself. The blindfolded beauty is Fortuna—the
ﬁckle, wheel-toting goddess of chance. her companion is
sober Sapientia—the calculating, vain, divine being of science. The portrait was made in Paris some 500 years ago.
hans Magnus enzensberger’s book is about the breakdown of the opposition between Fortuna and Sapientia’s
alter ego, science. it is about the golden fruits of their intimate relationship, and the attempts of each to snatch the
other’s possessions. Science sought to liberate humans
from Fortuna’s wheel, to banish luck, and replace chances
with causes. Fortuna struck back by undermining science itself with chance and creating the vast empire of probability
and statistics. after their struggles neither remained the
same: Fortuna was tamed, and science lost its certainty.
Today, we live in the mesmerizing world created by
these two allegorical ﬁgures. our minds have become
crowded with numbers, with probabilities of earthquakes,
rain, and everything else. Baseball grew out of sandlots and
city streets, supported by a culture of working men and
farm boys. Now it is unthinkable without statistics: batting
averages, strikeout averages, and playing the percentages.
if forced to choose, many a fan would rather see the numbers than the game. Markets and trading were brought
about by daring, worldly-wise men who traveled across em7
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pires and made their fortunes, surpassing the ruling aristocracy in wealth and eventually initiating a revolution so that
others without titles of nobility could live a decent life.
Today, ﬁnancial markets deﬁne trading, traders like to bet
rather than travel, and mathematical models aim at predicting the stock market. Meanwhile, blindfolded Fortuna
continues plying her trade, calmly spinning her wheel and
plunging Nobel laureates’ high-leverage hedge funds into
ruin …
We call on governments for more bureaucracy and regulation, but rarely for education on how to live with uncertainty. h. G. Wells once said that if we want eﬃcient
citizenship in a modern technological society, we need to
teach everyone three things: reading, writing, and the language of statistics and probability. in Western countries, we
have taught almost everyone reading and writing, but not
how to reckon with risks and handle uncertainties. our children are taught the mathematics of certainty—geometry
and trigonometry—but not the mathematics of uncertainty
they need for life after school. high-tech Homo sapiens remains an alien in the world created by the two beauties,
awkwardly stuttering rather than ﬂuently speaking the new
language of probability. The weather report announces a
30% chance of rain tomorrow—30% of what? in a study i
conducted, most citizens in amsterdam and Berlin believed
that this means that it will rain tomorrow 30% of the time,
that is, for seven or eight hours. others thought it means
that it will rain in 30% of the area. Most New Yorkers
thought it means rain on 30% of the days for which the prediction is made.
Not understanding the new language is one thing. Being
falsely impressed by new technologies that promise to
tame chance is another. every year we support a $200 bil8
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lion industry that calculates future predictions, mostly erroneous, from market tips to exchange rates to population
explosions. The conviction that predictions automatically
improve by designing more sophisticated computers and
buying terabytes of information is a fantasy. Blind trust in
calculation has become a modern form of superstition nourished by scores of clever fortune sellers. and the illusory
certainty of numbers has become a threat to the survival of
sound judgment: the genuine human capacity for good intuition.
opening hans Magnus enzensberger’s book, we look
into a mirror. it makes us reﬂect. in the reﬂection we begin
to see our own hopes, fears, and desire for knowledge. We
are enjoined to confront our illusions of certainty, marvel
at the dazzling unpredictability of the future, and enter into
the beautiful world of ideas that Fortuna and Sapientia have
opened to us.
GerD GiGereNzer
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“Besides, people behave rather diﬀerently from
dice. They are, for example, capable of lying.”
h. M. eNzeNSBerGer

FATAL NUMBERS

a

The fairest cosmos is but a pile of sweepings
thrown down at random.
heraCliTUS

I

lways this uncertainty! only the dead no longer take
any risks. For all of human history, people have invented methods for coming to terms with the seemingly
unpredictable vicissitudes of existence. No early society
managed without shamans, soothsayers, magicians, astrologers, or priests. oracles, amulets, and incantations belonged to the indispensable techniques for interpreting and
inﬂuencing the fate of communities and individuals alike.
and it’s certainly no secret that all these methods still enjoy
great popularity today.
When it came to the old gods, one had to follow the
Greek goddess Tyche, or Fortuna for the romans, in order
to catch hold of one’s little bit of good fortune. These capricious gods were not in the business of bringing eternal bliss,
but they were responsible for the random opportunities
that our existence on earth gives or withholds. The important thing was to choose the right moment. This relationship to time was embodied by one particular little god or
daemon: Caerus. in mythology, he is known as the youngest
son of zeus. he is easily recognized by the way his hair is depicted; any attempt to grasp him from behind is in vain, the
back of his head being bald. one must grasp him before he
passes, by the tuft of hair hanging over his forehead, in
order to seize the opportune moment.
11
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of course, modernity was not satisﬁed with these ancient methods handed down over generations. on the contrary, scientiﬁc thinking was determined to make a decisive
break with what it deemed to be superstition. in the place
of superstition there was to be calculation—a project aiming at nothing less than the rationalization of fortune. From
that moment on, there was to be no more talk of fate but
instead of its atrophied cousin: chance.

a

II

t the forefront of this oﬀensive were the mathematicians. in 1524, Girolamo Cardano published On Casting
the Die. This treatise on dice games marks the beginning of
the history of probability theory. The renaissance scholar
from Padua was a passionate gambler. alongside mathematical calculations, the book also contained all kinds of advice for tricksters and con artists, and Cardano himself was
rumored to have had a hand in all kinds of dubious practices, not to say outright swindling.
Subsequent champions of probability calculation like
Pierre de Fermat and Jacob Bernoulli were also fascinated
by the game of chance. Pascal even went as far as imagining
belief in God as a kind of game that involved simply deciding
heads or tails. he claimed that it was more rational to plump
for the existence of God: if you bet on that and win, you win
everything; whereas if you lose, you lose nothing. Quite
apart from the fact that a calculation along those lines
doesn’t really hold up to scrutiny on logical grounds, and
might moreover seem strange or perverse, it was certainly
meant in earnest. Nothing would have been further from
the mind of a believer and Jansenist like Pascal than a frivolous reckoning with religious questions.
12
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(even the gods on olympus were addicted to dice. The
three brothers zeus, Poseidon, and hades are supposed to
have divided the world between them on the throw of the
dice; the heavens fell to zeus, the oceans to Poseidon, and
the underworld to hades. The word ‘calculation’, by the
way, derives from the latin ‘calculus’, which means something like ‘little stone’. originally, small black-and-white
stones served as oracles, talismans, and mementos of
happy or unhappy events. later, they were used as a means
of casting votes to condemn or acquit the accused, and only
at the end of their career did they end up on the gaming
board.)

i

III

t seems that classical theory has succeeded in calculating
probabilities in games of dice throwing and coin tossing
down to the last decimal point. of course, this not only presupposes the existence of ideal coins and dice such as do
not actually exist in the real world, but the calculation also
depends on the law of large numbers that Bernoulli discovered towards the end of the 17th century. only if the experiment is repeated an inﬁnite number of times is the average
value as expected. Unfortunately, no one has a limitless
time to spend at the gaming tables. For one thing, human
life is too short.
Besides, even simple questions like “heads or tails?” or
“red or black?” are enough of a challenge for common
sense. You are playing roulette, and the ball lands on red
twenty or thirty times running. Don’t you believe that a sequence like this strains the bounds of probability? aren’t
you already itching to bet on black because you imagine the
chances of black increasing with every subsequent roll?
Wrong! each new roll of the ball is completely unaﬀected
13

